This is a Poplock. It can connect two or more pieces of paper through holes.

To connect with paper Poplocks, Stack 2, Fold and Insert...

... then Press on both sides to Pop and Lock!

1. Score and cut out parts

2. Connect Top and Back

“Qube - Big Transport”
3. Connect Sides at corners
4. Score and cut out Face Back
5. Slide Face Back behind Sides...
6. ...and connect Face Back at corners
7. Cut out Face Front, Eye and Eye Lid
8. Layer Eye, Eye Lid and Face Front and connect
9. Cut out and score Antennae
10. Pop out Poplocks, layer Antennae and reconnect
11. Cut out and score Bottom Plate

12. Inset Bottom Plate into body - connect front & back

13. Cut out and score Upper Leg, Lower Leg and Hip Disk

14. Fold and Connect Legs at knee connection
15. Cut out and fold Heel pieces - see top example

16. Fold Heel around Lower Leg and connect

17. Cut out Foot

18. Connect Foot to Heel on one side
19. Wrap Leg ends around and connect to other side of Heel

20. Make the other three legs

21. Connect Hip Disks and Legs to Body

22. All done! Take a break before going out on delivery